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More Strategic - Annual Report data 
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Total fundraising $2.694Bn. $1.9Bn for charities who declare their gifts in Wills 
income $465m (23%) recorded 61 charities average $7.6m. 55 Charities with 5-years 
of giW’s income shows giWs income remaining steady between $410-$450m with 
2016 the highest year. 
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More Strategic - Annual Report data 

3The growth in giW’s income is evident from 2010-2015 before plateauing from 2016. 
In 10 years giW’s income is double what it was in 2010 for the 35 charities recorded.
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IaC benchmarking overview
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Participants

46
Total giW Income
$248,704,667

Average giW Income
$5,783,829

Avg giW Amount 
Residuary

$250,285

Avg giW Amount 
Pecuniary
$39,507

Known vs Unknown giW
Income

48% vs 52%

Average gift value
$92K 

(Best guestimate)

Average Pipeline
3,387



About IaC benchmarking participants
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Fundraising 
income Count

Ave GiW Income 
FY20/21

Average 
pipeline

Under $1m 5 $                      505,032 24

$1-5m 7 $                      657,176 642

$5-$10m 9 $                   1,838,089 2268

$10-$20m 8 $                   4,809,429 2518

$20-$50m 11 $                   9,372,420 3540

Over $50m 6 $                 14,163,254 13247



Total Income – 19/20 – 20/21
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Total fundraising income has declined between 19/20 and 20/21.
giW average income has remained steady, decreasing slightly in 20/21. 
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Average Income – 19/20 – 20/21 

7Average for fundraising and gifts in Wills income declined
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Total Income – Past 5 years
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Average total fundraising income peaked in 18/19, followed by a dip. giW average income has steadily increased up to 19/20 and 
then decreased slightly in 20/21.
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Bequest Income by Type
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Residual income makes up over two thirds (67%, same as 19/20) of the bequest income amongst charities, followed by 
Other income (unknown) and then pecuniary income. 5-yrs ago residual was 74% of Income. 
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Bequest income count by type
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This highlights the difference in the smaller volume of high value gifts from residual 
gifts (39% of notifications contributing 67% of income). It is important to continue to 
message to supporters about residual gifts. 

39%

36%

25%
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46%
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52%
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53%41%

6%

FY18/19
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Year Charities with data Ave / charity - residual Ave / charity - Pecuniary Ave / charity - Other
FY20/21 21 32 29 20
FY19/20 21 40 29 19
FY18/19 8 25 20 3
FY17/18 12 56 34 18



Average Bequest Income
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Residual bequest income is the greatest source of income. It is 6.9 times higher than pecuniary, and 2.9 times higher than 
other/unknown income. 
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Average Bequest Income by Type 16/17 – FY20/21
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Average residual income is 2.5X from 16/17 to 20/21.
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Average Bequest gift size
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The Average gift residual is double the Average gift unknown; 6.3 times Average gift 
Pecuniary. Slight increases in gift size compared to 19/20 residual up from $235k. 5-years ago 
the average residual was $157k and average pecuniary $41k demonstrating the value of 
educating supporters in the value of residual gifts
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% of Known Supporters, Bequestors & Unknown
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32%36%

31%

The number of unknown supporters was more than half the of the supporters with known bequestors at 27% and known 
supporters at 21%. 
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Split – Supporters, Bequestors & Unknown 
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32%36%

31%

This shows the difference in known supporters by charity size and you could 
hypothesize it is reflective of likely ‘charity’ life-stage. Under $5m little focus on giWs
and dedicated resources resulting in mostly ‘unknown’ gifts. $5-$10m dedicated 
resources with ‘personal’ stewardship and $10m+ ‘unknown’ gifts appear again as 
supporter base / reach of cause becomes bigger. 
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Count of Known Supporters, Bequestors & Unknown
19/20 – 20/21
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32%
36%

31%

Unknown supporters has grown by over 20% since 19/20.
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Known vs Unknown 
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Number of known supporters is 1.4 times the number of unknown supporters.
Known income is $8 million less than unknown income.
*2 outliers within Unknown data set, when removed Unknown income shrinks to $40.9 million (lower than 19/20).
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Average Income by 
Known Supporters, Bequestors & Unknown
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Average income for unknown supporters is the highest, followed by known bequestors (giWs), then known supporters (on 
CRM). *2 outliers for Unknown, if average income for these were removed unknown income would be $1.862 million (in line 
with 19/20 results)
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Average gift size
Known Supporters, Bequestors & Unknown
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Our unknown supporters are leaving the highest average gift, followed by those on our CRM then bequestors.
*2 outliers for Unknown, if removed average gift size is reduced to $51k.
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Average Count of 
Known Supporters, Bequestors & Unknown
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The average count of estates in 20/21 was the greatest for unknown, followed known bequestors and then known supporters. 
Decrease in known supporters from 19/20, other categories remain consistent. 
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Average Gift
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The average gift data is a little 
complex due to the mix of what 
charities were able to provide. 
Some provided by type, some by 
known/unknown and within this 
there were some data gaps. 
Therefore, we’ve also created ‘our 
best guestimate’ based on the 
notification count provided in 
either (known/unknown or type) 
and divided by 20/21 GiWs
income.

Average gift
$65k

Charities = 24 
Total income / total 
supporters (known, 

unknown) 

Average gift
$149k vs $144k 

(19/20)

Charities = 42 
Residual, Pecuniary, Other

Average gift
$92k

Charities = 33
Manipulated Data** total 

notifications / annual 
giWs income

Average gift
$110k vs $132k 

(19/20)

Charities = 27 
Complete* data Residual, 

Pecuniary, Other

Utilise one of these figures for best data accuracy: 
*charities with both counts and income for both years 
** manipulated data – reviewed the data to match notifications 
per charity divided by giWs income.



Bequest Funnel Average Count 
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Considerers make up the largest proportion of the bequest funnel (46%), 
followed by confirmed (28%), more information (15%) and lastly intenders 
(12%). 14% growth in pipeline requiring additional stewardship. 
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Key Insights & actions
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Growing need for stewardship as pipelines grow

Focus stewardship on the right people - more residual gifts will deliver significant growth

Unknown supporters continue to be a challenge especially for small and large charities, while medium 
charities ‘hit the spot’. The average gift of supporters we steward is higher so it’s worth the effort.

Residual income is king!



Be part of a movement 

www.includeacharity.com.au 


